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INTRODUCTION

During the 1970's, as a result of the NASA Supersonic Cruise Research (SCR) program, significant progress was made in the design of second-generation supersonic civil aircraft and in the development of the advanced technologies which are needed for such aircraft. This work, in turn, has sparked renewed interest in a supersonic cruise fighter/penetrator/interceptor airplane. This bibliography is addressed to those interested in such aircraft.

Two publications (items 32 and 62) which list work published, to date, under the SCR program are included. In addition, a publication (item 66) which summarizes many of the military aircraft contributions made by the NASA Langley Research Center is also provided.

The items selected for inclusion in this bibliography are arranged chronologically by dates of publication. An author index is included at the end of the listings.

In many cases, abstracts used are from the NASA announcement bulletins “Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports” (STAR) and “International Aerospace Abstracts” (IAA). In other cases, authors’ abstracts were used. License was taken to modify or shorten abstracts. Abstracts are not included for documents having limited distribution. The information included about the authors is that existing when the papers were written and may not have remained the same. If it is known that a paper has appeared in several forms, mention is made of this fact.

Identifying information, including accession and report numbers when known, is included in the citations in order to facilitate the filling of requests for specific items. When requesting material from your library or other source, it is advisable to include the complete citation, omitting the abstract.

Availability of journal articles, books, and other open literature has not always been included, as this type of material is available at many libraries or may be secured through interlibrary loan.

A “#” after an acquisition number indicates that the document is also available in microfiche form.

Availability sources of the different types of materials are given below:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acquisition Number</th>
<th>Type of Material</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A xx-xxxxx</td>
<td>Published literature available from AIAA or in journals or conferences, etc., as indicated.</td>
<td>Address all inquiries and requests to: Technical Information Service American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. (AIAA) 555 West 57th Street New York, NY 10019 Telephone: 212 247-6500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N xx-xxxxx</td>
<td>Report literature available from NTIS as shown in the citation.</td>
<td>National Technical Information Service (NTIS) 5285 Port Royal Road Springfield, VA 22161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X xx-xxxxx or Otherwise</td>
<td>Available from NASA, STIF; or from the originating source.</td>
<td>NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility (STIF) P.O. Box 8757 B.W.I. Airport, MD 21240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The continuing aerodynamic-research effort aimed at improving the design of supersonic-cruise vehicles has recently produced some significant results. Research by both government and industry has provided, in addition to a better understanding of the design problem itself, some new and very useful design tools and concepts. Some of the advantages of these methods in the treatment of wave drag and drag due to lift are briefly discussed. Also presented are some new considerations of aerodynamic interference and its effect on the aerodynamic efficiency of the trimmed vehicle. An illustrative example of the application of these design tools and concepts to the aerodynamic design of a supersonic-cruise vehicle (SCAT 15-F) is made. A parallel analytic and experimental buildup of the vehicle is presented, including treatment of the symmetric (flat camber-plane), the warped, and the warped-and-reflexed versions of the configuration. The potential of the new techniques is demonstrated by the good agreement between experiment and theory and by the high level of vehicle performance. (Fighter-type to transport vehicles are studied in this paper.)

*NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665
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Airframe/propulsion system interactions can strongly affect the stability and control of supersonic cruise aircraft. These interactions generate forces and moments similar in magnitude to those produced by the aerodynamic controls, and can cause significant changes in vehicle damping and static stability. This in turn can lead to large aircraft excursions or high pilot workload, or both. For optimum integration of an airframe and its jet propulsion system, these phenomena may have to be taken into account.

*NASA, Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, CA 93523


*Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab (FXG), Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433
Contract No. AF Proj. 1366


Interactions between propulsion systems and flight controls have emerged as a major control problem on supersonic cruise aircraft. This paper describes the nature and causes of these interactions and the approaches to predicting and solving the problem. Integration of propulsion and flight control systems appears to be the most promising solution if the interaction effects can be adequately predicted early in the vehicle design. Significant performance, stability, and control improvements may be realized from a cooperative control system.

*NASA-Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, CA 93523


*NASA, Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, CA 93523

10 *Dollyhigh, Samuel M.: Subsonic and Supersonic Longitudinal Stability and Control Characteristics of an Aft Tail Fighter Configuration with Cambered and Uncambered

An investigation has been made in the Mach number range from 0.20 to 2.16 to determine the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a fighter airplane concept. The configuration concept employs a single fixed geometry inlet, a 50° leading-edge-angle clipped-arrow wing, a single large vertical tail, and low horizontal tails. The wing camber surface was optimized in drag due to the vertical tail, and to obtain high lift at low horizontal tails. The wing camber was determined to be self-trimming at Mach 1.40 and at lift coefficient of 0.20. An uncambered or flat wing of the same planform and thickness ratio was also tested. However, for the present investigation, the fuselage was not cambered. Further tests should be made on a cambered fuselage version, which attempts to preserve the optimum wing loading on that part of the theoretical wing enclosed by the fuselage.

*NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665


Results of a design synthesis and mission analysis of a supersonic VTOL fighter aircraft are presented. Propulsive lift is provided by a single turbojet-driven lift fan and deflected thrust from a high performance turbofan cruise engine fitted with an afterburner for supersonic flight. The inlet and thrust diverter in the main engine tail-pipe are seen to be the principal design problems. V/STOL and supersonic design tradeoffs are addressed in lift fan sizing and placement, reaction, and aerodynamic control sizing, fuselage volume requirements, and area ruling. Range and turn rate are used as figures of merit.

*NASA—Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035


A description is given of the program that produced the SR-71 and its forerunner, the YF-12, in response to performance requirements involving sustained supersonic cruise faster than Mach 3.0 and a sustained altitude capability above 24,400 m. Questions of aerodynamic and thermodynamic design are considered along with details regarding the turbo-ramjet powerplants. Attention is given to flight procedures and the use of the aircraft in NASA studies.


The design of three candidate aircraft fighter combinations which would cruise effectively at freestream Mach numbers of 1.6, 2.0, and 2.5 while maintaining good transonic maneuvering capability, is considered. These fighters were designed to deliver aerodynamically controlled dogfight missiles at design Mach numbers. Studies performed by Rockwell International in May 1974 and guidance from NASA determined the shape and size of these missiles. The principal objective of this study is the aerodynamic design of the vehicles; however, configurations are sized to have realistic structures, mass properties, and propulsion systems. The results of this study show that air combat fighters in the 15,000 to 23,000 pound class would cruise supersonically on dry power and still maintain good transonic maneuvering performance.

*Rockwell International Corp., Los Angeles, CA
Contract No. NAS1-13496


Sustained supersonic cruise propulsion systems for military applications are studied. The J79-5 in the Mach 2.0-2.5 in the Mach 3.0 B-70 and the current F101 in the B-1, are all examples of military propulsion systems and airplanes operated at sustained supersonic cruise speeds. The Mach 2.7 B2707 transport powered by GE4 turbojet engines was the only non-military, sustained supersonic cruise vehicle intended for commercial passenger service.

*General Electric Co., Philadelphia, PA


Research is being conducted to determine the vortex maneuver-lift characteristics for high performance fighter aircraft. The generation of vortex lift for maneuver of supercruise aircraft may be particularly important if this supercruise aircraft is to have maneuver performance similar to current subsonic-transonic fighters. This paper reviews some of the theoretical and experimental research conducted at the NASA Langley Research Center to investigate the subsonic vortex-lift producing capabilities for two classes of Super-Cruise designs: a close-coupled wing-canard arrangement and a slender wing configuration. In addition, several analytical methods are discussed for estimating critical structural design loads for thin, highly swept wings having separated leading-edge vortex flows.

*NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665
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In order to decide on the feasibility of an efficient supersonic cruise fighter (supercruiser), the technical requirements for integrating aircraft technologies are analyzed. Current characteristics of supersonic airplanes, such as radius of action, energy maneuverability, and ‘G’ capabilities are examined. Special attention is paid to the performance disparity between fighters designed for supersonic cruise and those for transonic maneuvering. In particular, the problem of the combat engagement time (persistence), i.e., the disparity between attained maximal speeds (up to M 2.5 in F-101, F-104, F-106, and F-111 models) and the cruising speeds of these fighters is analyzed. A cost evaluation is presented as well as recommendations regarding further research, and an optimistic conclusion is reached as to the possibility of realization for the supersonic cruise fighters and their potential.

*Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory (FX), Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433

22 *Berrier, B. L.: A Review of Several Propulsion Integration Features Applicable to Supersonic-Cruise Fighter
A brief review has been made of the propulsion integration features which may impact the design of a supersonic cruise fighter type aircraft. The data used for this study were obtained from several investigations conducted in the Langley 16-foot transonic and 4 by 4 foot supersonic pressure wind tunnels. Results of this study show: (1) that for conventional nozzle installations, contradictory design guidelines exist between subsonic and supersonic flight condition, (2) that substantial drag penalties can be incurred by use of dry power nozzles during supersonic cruise; and (3) that a new and unique concept, the nonaxisymmetric nozzle, offers the potential for solving many of the current propulsion installation problems.

*A NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665
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A procedure is developed for determining optimum aerodynamics, materials, and propulsion techniques for a proposed 1985 weapons system. The procedure consists of: (1) the determination of mission and point performance criteria for a 1985 supercruise weapons system, (2) a computerized initial sizing estimate program applicable to a baseline airplane with 1975 state-of-the-art technology, and (3) establishment of figures-of-merit for evaluating technology payoffs (including takeoff gross weight, life cycle costs, and cost effectiveness).

*Grumman Aerospace Corp., Bethpage, NY


Small- and large-scale models of supersonic cruise fighter vehicles were used to determine the effectiveness of airframe/propulsion integration concepts for improved low-speed performance and stability and control characteristics. Computer programs were used for engine/airframe sizing studies to yield optimum vehicle performance.

*Old Dominion Univ. Research Foundation, Norfolk, VA
Grant No. NSG-1309


The effects of deflected thrust on the stability and performance of a close-coupled canard fighter configuration are presented. These results were obtained at low speeds in the Langley V/STOL tunnel. Transonic as well as low-speed results are also presented for an unpowered close-coupled canard and a "supercruiser" configuration. The V/STOL tunnel data indicate an increase in maximum lift and reductions in drag due to lift with the addition of two-dimensional vectored thrust at the wing inboard trailing edge. The longitudinal pitchup associated with the unpowered configuration at higher angles of attack was significantly reduced with power.

*NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665

27 *Morris, Odell A.: Subsonic and Supersonic Aerodynamic Characteristics of a Supersonic Cruise Fighter

A wind-tunnel investigation has been conducted in the Mach number range from 0.60 to 2.96 at a Reynolds number of 6.50x10^6 per meter to determine the longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic characteristics of a model of a supersonic cruise fighter configuration with a design Mach number of 2.60. The configuration is characterized by a highly swept arrow wing twisted and cambered to minimize supersonic drag due to lift, twin wing-mounted vertical tails, and an aft-mounted integral underslung dual-engine pod. The investigation also included tests of the configuration with larger outboard vertical tails and with small nose strakes. Results of the investigation showed that the maximum values of lift drag ratio for the complete basic configuration varied from about 7.5 at subsonic speeds to about 0.3 at the design Mach number of 2.60. The complete configuration had sufficient positive zero-lift pitching moment so that for conditions of neutral subsonic stability, trimmed supersonic cruise flight could be maintained with little or no trim drag. Only the configuration with the large vertical and ventral tails indicated positive levels of directional stability for lift coefficients up to 0.1 at a Mach number of 2.60. The addition of nose strakes to the model also provided small improvements in directional stability at the higher lift coefficients.

*NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665


An investigation has been conducted over a Mach number range from 0.50 to 2.16 to determine the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a fighter airplane concept. The configuration incorporates a cambered fuselage with a single external-compression horizontal-ramp inlet, a clipped arrow wing, twin horizontal tails, and a single vertical tail. The wing camber surface was optimized in drag due to lift and was designed to be self-trimming at Mach 1.40 and at a lift coefficient of 0.20. The fuselage was cambered to preserve the design wing loadings on the part of the theoretical wing enclosed by the fuselage. An uncambered or flat wing of the same planform and thickness ratio distribution was also tested.

*NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665


An investigation has been made in the Langley 8-foot transonic pressure tunnel at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.2 and in the Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel at Mach numbers of 1.6, 1.8, and 2.16 to determine the static longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic characteristics of a model of a supersonic-cruise fighter, number four in a series of Langley configurations. This configuration is a twin-engine tailsweep wing with a single rectangular inlet beneath the fuselage. It has outboard vertical tails and ventral fins and is designed for efficient cruise performance at a Mach number of 1.8. Three inlet-divertor combinations were tested. The results of the investigation show untrimmed values of lift-drag ratio ranging from 10 at subsonic speeds to 6.4 at the design Mach number. The elevons were not very effective as pitch control devices at supersonic speeds. The configuration was statically stable both longitudinally and laterally.

*NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665


A fighter aircraft that cruises efficiently at supersonic speeds and is effective in air to air combat is considered. Supersonic cruise performance and transonic maneuvering requirements are emphasized. Speed advantage, ability to engage or disengage at will, maintaining control over the combat arena, and target acquisition are among the factors analyzed. From differential game technology, supercruiser maneuvering requirements are determined as a function of the threat's maneuvering capability. Wind tunnel results indicate that a small single aircraft can be configured to produce the level of efficiency necessary for supersonic cruise.

*Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433


A new look at tactical combat V/STOL design and utility as affected by emerging technology and mission concepts is given in this paper. History has shown that a certain level of useful load fraction must be attained before an airplane system can be considered operationally successful. Technology trends reviewed in this paper suggest that the time is here or at least near for V/STOL tactical aircraft to achieve a truly viable useful load fraction. Propulsion, structure, and controls technologies will contribute to the success of the tactical V/STOL system. In addition, aerodynamic technology as related to interference effects in hover and transition, and as required for efficient supersonic cruise and combat, significantly impacts the design solution. A unique approach to system design risk assessment is described with results giving technology leverage as a function of design options.

*Boeing Co., Seattle, WA 98124

This bibliography documents publications of the Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Research (SCAR) Program that were generated during the first 5 years of effort. The reports are arranged according to Systems Studies and five SCAR disciplines: Propulsion, Stratospheric Emissions Impact, Structures and Materials, Aerodynamic Performance, and Stability and Control. The specific objectives of each discipline are summarized. Annotation is included for all NASA inhouse and low-number contractor reports. There are 444 papers and articles included.

*NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665


An investigation was made to determine the effects on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of utilizing struts to brace the wing to allow the wing thickness reduction on the LFAX-8 fighter configuration. Structural and load analysis indicated that the maximum airfoil thickness could be reduced from 4.5 to 3.1 percent with the strut brace concept. Wave drag theory indicated that reducing the wing maximum thickness from 4.5 percent to 3.1 percent would yield a significant reduction in zero-lift wave drag of about 28 percent at the design Mach number of 1.60. Strut arrangements designed and tested included a single straight strut, a single swept strut, and a set of tandem straight struts. In addition, a wire of approximately the same cross sectional area replaced the single straight strut on one series of runs. The original LFAX-8 with the 4.5-percent-thick wing was retested to serve as a base line for this investigation.

*NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665


A theoretical study describing the effects of spanwise camber on the lift dependent drag of slender delta wings having leading-edge-vortex-flow is presented. The earlier work by Barsby, using conical flow, indicated that drag levels similar to those in attached flow could be obtained. This is reexamined and then extended to the more practical case of nonconical flow by application of the vortex-lattice method coupled with the suction-analogy and the recently developed Boeing free-vortex-sheet method. Lastly, a design code is introduced which employs the suction analogy in an attempt to define 'optimum' camber surfaces for minimum lift dependent drag for vortex flow conditions.

*NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665

35 *Meyer, R. C.; and **Fields, W. D.: Configuration Development of a Supersonic Cruise Strike-Fighter. AIAA 16th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Huntsville, Ala., Jan. 16–18, 1978, AIAA Paper 78–148, 9 pp. (A78-22587§). Tactical requirements for extended supersonic cruise and a high level of air combat maneuverability lead to a unique set of configuration tradeoffs. Recent studies show that the cruise-maneuver design conflict can be resolved with advanced wing technology. The critical design requirement is to achieve extremely low zero lift drag to improve cruise L/D and avoid A/B operation. Plans for a supersonic aircraft with both advanced cruise and air combat capabilities are discussed with attention to airframe design. The aircraft is intended to be operational in the 1985+ time period and will use either side inlets or pods in its engine configuration, with the engines based on today's technology. The capabilities for seen, e.g., air combat maneuverability of 3.5--4.0 G at Mach 0.9 at 10,000 meters, cruise speed of Mach 2, and SRAM payload of 5000 pounds, call for high lift/drag and thrust/weight ratios. To achieve these goals, aircraft configuration features include: twin nacelle arrangement, two-dimensional wedge nozzles, variable geometry inlet, fully submerged tandem stores, variable attitude cockpit-canopy, control configured canard arrangement, variable twist-variable camber wing. The paper reviews the technical background for the conclusions and traces the configuration development of a supersonic cruise strike-fighter from conception to final design and early wind tunnel testing.

*Grumman Aerospace Corp., Bethpage, NY
**Flight Dynamics Lab, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433


The problem of designing the wing-fuselage configuration of an advanced transonic commercial airliner and the optimization of a "supercruiser" fighter are sketched, pointing out the essential fluid mechanical phenomena that play an important role. Such problems suggest that for a numerical method to be useful, it must be able to treat highly three-dimensional turbulent separations, flows with jet engine exhausts, and complex vehicle configurations. Weaknesses of the two principal tools of the aerodynamicist, the wind tunnel and the computer, suggest a complementing combined use of these tools, which is illustrated by the case of the transonic wing-fuselage design. The anticipated difficulties in developing an adequate turbulent transport model suggest that such an approach may have to suffice for an extended period. On a longer term, experimentation of turbulent transport in meaningful cases must be intensified to provide a data base for both modeling and theory validation purposes.

*Boeing Co., Seattle, WA 98124


*ARO, Inc., Arnold Air Force Station, TN


*Boeing Aerospace Co., Boeing Military Airplane Development Organization, Seattle, WA 98124


*Boeing Aerospace Co., Boeing Military Airplane Development Organization, Seattle, WA 98124


*Boeing Aerospace Co., Boeing Military Airplane Development Organization, Seattle, WA 98124


The present paper reviews the preliminary design of an advanced supersonic cruise strike fighter configuration and compares early wind tunnel data with pre-test predictions and ultimate technology goals. The paper goes on to describe how these results and continued configuration studies were factored into the aircraft design evolution for improved performance. Specific material covered will include: baseline configuration selection, Packaging, and supersonic area-ruling; variable twist/variable camber wing design using 2D and 3D transonic computer codes and comparison with wind tunnel force, moment, and pressure data; propulsion-airframe integration effects for several inlet and nozzle configurations; and an appraisal of the maneuvering performance compared to current state-of-the-art capabilities.

*Grunman Aerospace Corp., Bethpage, NY


A study was made to identify hypersonic favorable aerodynamic interference concepts for application to supersonic aircraft. Preliminary aerodynamic analysis defined key design parameters, and scoped potential aerodynamic efficiency improvements. The study included supersonic biplanes, ring wings, parasol wings, wave rider concepts, and flat-top wing/body arrangements. Results indicate the parasol wing concept offers the greatest potential aerodynamic benefits for the study conditions. However, the best aerodynamic concept is very dependent on the design Mach number, and on the airplane component size relationships. It is shown that existing aerodynamic design/analysis methods can be used for parasol wing aerodynamics studies.

*Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433


Computational results which show the effects of angle of attack on supersonic mixed compression inlet performance at four different locations about a hypothetical forebody were obtained. These results demonstrate the power of the computational method to predict optimum inlet location, orientation, and centerbody control schedule for design and off design performance. The effects of inlet location and a forward canard on the angle-of-attack performance of a normal shock inlet at transonic speeds were studied. The data show that proper integration of inlet location and a forward canard can enhance the angle-of-attack performance of a normal shock inlet. Two lower lip treatments for improving the angle-of-attack performance of rectangular inlets at transonic speeds are discussed.


This report considers the cruise performance of a jet-propelled aircraft at high speed. The two problems of cruise with maximum range and with maximum endurance are analyzed. In each problem, for any given aircraft aerodynamics and engine characteristics, the equation for determining the optimum Mach number for cruise is derived. For maximum range, there exists an optimum cruise altitude. For the maximum endurance problem, the effect of the altitude on performance is negligible. It is shown that in both problems, constant Mach number cruise is a satisfactory flying technique. In the true optimum solution the optimum Mach number slowly decreases along the flight path. In this case, the singular thrust control is obtained explicitly as a function of the Mach number.

*Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433


A systems study has been conducted on an aircraft concept, representative of a supersonic-cruise military aircraft
A study has been conducted to explore the use of existing aerodynamic techniques to design a new supersonic cruise wing for an existing fighter wind-tunnel model. In addition to the usual wing design constraints of lift, pitching moment, and minimum drag, a ground rule was imposed that the wing had to fit on the existing fuselage. Experimental wind-tunnel results were obtained for a camber design and a reference flat wing. The flat wing was also fitted with leading-edge flaps which approximate the cruise camber design. The experimental results indicate that significant improvements in supersonic cruise capability can be obtained by a new wing designed using existing supersonic aerodynamic techniques.

*NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665

**General Dynamics Corp., Fort Worth, TX

Requirements for efficient supersonic cruise in future strike-fighter aircraft place increased emphasis on the integration of the propulsion system. The current paper reviews the propulsion considerations that contributed to an attractive aircraft design, and reports the results of a wind tunnel test program that examined a matrix of inlet, nacelle, and exhaust nozzle configurations. These propulsion components were incorporated into a complete aircraft model, insuring proper geometric simulation of aircraft propulsion interference effects, and tested at Mach 1.5 and 2.0. Included in the propulsion package were rectangular and semi-circular inlet configurations. Nozzles examined included the wedge, ALBEN, 2D C-D, and current and advanced axisymmetric configurations. The external drag data acquired during these tests and supporting inlet/nozzle internal performance and weight data were subsequently combined to determine the overall propulsion system impact on mission and aircraft takeoff gross weight.

*Grumman Aerospace Corp., Bethpage, NY

Configuration concepts are presented which have high lift-to-drag ratios and maneuverability achievable by relieving constraints due to carriage, propulsion and subsystem integration. Noncircular body, lifting body, blended wing-body, wing-body and favorable interference concepts are developed using aerodynamic design criteria derived for climb-cruise-intercept missions. The Hypersonic Arbitrary Body Program (HABP) is evaluated for predicting aerodynamic characteristics. Comparisons of wind tunnel data and predictions are presented. Major features such as a spurtal nose, flat bottom, high fineness ratio, ramped nose, planar shape, high wing, end plated wing, and interference channel are shown to enhance aerodynamic characteristics.

*McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co., St. Louis, MO

A method is sought to improve the subsonic lift to drag ratio of supercruiser type wings at sufficiently large lift for which flow separation cannot be avoided. In the presence of the resulting leading edge vortex, minimum drag due to lift is no longer dictated by spanwise load distribution alone but is also a function of the chordwise loading. For the resulting nonlinear problem a higher order panel method utilizing a vortex sheet model is used to search for an "optimal" design. A brief outline of the computational method is given followed by examples validating the procedures. Results of the search for an "optimal" camber are discussed.

*Boeing Aerospace Co., P.O. Box 3999, Seattle, WA 98124

An investigation was made in the Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel at Mach numbers of 2.30, 2.96, and 3.30 to determine the static longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic characteristics of a model of a supersonic cruise airplane. The configuration, with a design Mach number of 3.0, has a highly swept arrow wing with tip panels of lesser sweep, a fuselage chine, outboard vertical tails, and outboard engines mounted in nacelles beneath the wings. For wind-tunnel test conditions, a trimmed value above 6.0 of the maximum lift-drag ratio was obtained at the design Mach number. The configuration was statically stable, both longitudinally and laterally. Data are presented for variations of vertical-tail roll-out and toe-in and for various combinations of components. Some roll-control data are shown as are data for the various sand grit sizes used in fixing the boundary-layer transition location.

*NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665

Two 0.085-scale full span wind-tunnel models of a Mach 1.60 design supersonic configuration were tested at Mach numbers from 0.60 to 2.70. One model incorporated a varying dihedral (swept-up) wing to obtain the desired lateral-directional characteristics; the other model incorporated more conventional twin vertical tails. The data from the wind-tunnel tests are presented in this report without analysis.

*NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665


A survey is presented of the progress and activities undertaken in pursuit of efficient supersonic cruise within the constraints of future tactical roles. The developing roles of future tactical fighters are outlined from the basic supersonic penetration mission to design alternatives such as STOL capability. In each case the predominant effect on the candidate propulsion design process is to establish the configuration which best resolves a solution in terms of the advanced technology projections. Each role, whether directed toward high Mach number cruise or high transonic maneuvering suggests a supersonic cruise requirement. Sufficient wind tunnel tests are conducted to indicate that propulsion technology, when integrated properly, can meet this challenge. Stealth implications are part of the overall propulsion/weapon system tradeoffs.

*Grumman Aerospace Corp., Bethpage, NY


Advanced supersonic cruise tactical aircraft designs are trending towards high wing loading and high wing sweep combined with wing variable geometry to achieve design goals for efficient supersonic cruise and good maneuverability. Active control systems replace inherent aerodynamic stability to provide substantial weight and lift/drag (L/D) improvements and to achieve advanced mission performance capabilities. Working within wing geometry and other design constraints, the controllable limits of instability and the maneuver capabilities of various design approaches are investigated. Preliminary studies conducted to evaluate competitive configuration arrangements indicate that an aft-tail controller concept will be superior to canard and tailless delta configurations. The latter configurations suffer controllability limitations that compromise the ability to achieve design goals for maneuverability and efficient supersonic cruise. Thrust vectoring is explored as a means of improving maneuver load factor capability. An additional fundamental design requirement for future tactical aircraft is the provision of good roll control for high-angle-of-attack maneuvering. The ability to achieve and sustain high maneuver load factor must be complemented by the ability to reverse heading quickly while at high load factor through rapid bank-to-opposite-bank maneuvers. Effective controls must be developed to achieve this roll control capability.

*Boeing Aerospace Co., Boeing Military Airplane Development, Seattle, WA 98124


The tabulated results of surface pressure tests conducted on the wing and fuselage of an airplane model in the Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel are presented without analysis. The model tested was that of a supersonic-cruise airplane with a highly swept arrow-wing planform, two engine nacelles mounted beneath the wing, and outboard vertical tails. Data were obtained at Mach numbers of 2.30, 2.96, and 3.30 for angles of attack from -4° to 12°. The Reynolds number for these tests was 6.56 x 10^6 per meter (2.0 x 10^6 per foot).

*NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665


*Northrop Corp., Aircraft Division, 3901 West Broadway, Hawthorne, CA 90250


Approximate solutions to the segments of typical fighter trajectory profiles are obtained. The specific problems addressed are subsonic cruise, supersonic cruise, initial climb, and supersonic acceleration and climb. Closed form solutions for the initial climb problem are in good agreement with the results obtained from the integration of the differential equations of state. The agreement is not as good for the supersonic acceleration and climb. Theoretical subsonic range factor performance results agree quite well with the actual optimum results. For the supersonic cruise problem, it is demonstrated that universal distributions between fuel flow and thrust could be developed that are independent of altitude. Thus minimum fuel flow or maximum range factor can be easily determined. The utility of the solutions is that relationships between performance and system characteristics are developed. The solutions do not depend upon the details of the variation in the parameters along the path but only on the conditions at the ends of the path or average values.

*USAF, Flight Dynamics Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433

57 *Miller, Eugene H.; *Protopapas, John; **Obye, Roger; and **Wooten, William: Nozzle Design and
Numerous studies aimed at evaluating the key advances in vehicle design have highlighted the importance of propulsion integration in the aircraft. This paper describes the design and integration of advanced nozzles in a future supersonic fighter. The requirements for such a nozzle include operation at high area ratio during supersonic cruise, vectoring for STOL field performance and maneuvering, use of thrust reversers for combat and basing, good airframe integration, and high thrust performance with minimal thrust cooling losses. Such a nozzle configuration must also have favorable stealth characteristics in providing a low IR and RCS signature. The advanced nozzles, their mechanisms, and their performance are described. Takeoff gross weight studies were performed and thrust vectoring and vectoring performance were analyzed in terms of takeoff and landing distances. The effects of thrust vectoring on maneuverability were also examined.

*Grumman Aerospace Corp., Bethpage, NY
**Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, CT
***General Electric Co., Fairfield, CT


A new class of curved-leading-edge wings with which significant levels of leading-edge thrust may be achieved at moderate supersonic speeds is suggested. A recent analysis of the factors limiting such leading-edge thrust has led to a new method for the prediction of attainable leading-edge thrust from subsonic through supersonic speeds for wings of arbitrary planform. Recent supersonic tests of a new wing shape, which largely meets design criteria given by the new prediction method, give evidence of significant levels of leading-edge thrust. The consequent unusually high levels of aerodynamic performance should renew interest in supersonic-cruise vehicle design in general and in cruise-speed selection in particular.

*NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665


The low-speed longitudinal and lateral-directional characteristics of a scale model of an advanced arrow-wing supersonic cruise configuration were investigated in tests conducted at a Reynolds number of 4.19 x 10^6 based on the mean aerodynamic chord, with an angle of attack range from -6 deg to 23 deg and sideslip angle range from -15 deg to 20 deg. The effects of segmented leading-edge flaps, slotted trailing-edge flaps, horizontal and vertical tails, and alleron and spoilers were determined. Extensive pressure data and flow visualization pictures with non-intrusive fluorescent mini-tufts were obtained.

*NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665


Technology assessments in the areas of aerodynamics, propulsion, and structures and materials for cruise missile systems are discussed. The cruise missiles considered cover the full speed, altitude, and target range. The penetrativity, range, and maneuverability of the cruise missiles are examined and evaluated for performance improvements.

*Johns Hopkins Univ., Laurel, MD


*Northrop Corp., Aircraft Division, 3901 West Broadway, Hawthorne, CA 90250


This bibliography was prepared for the November 13–16, 1979 SCR Conference at the Langley Research Center and is a preliminary report. It covers the time period from FY 1977 through FY 1979. A previous bibliography, NASA RP-1003, covers the first five years of the program, 1972 to mid 1977. The present report also includes a few publications that were omitted in the first bibliography and several non SCR papers, which support the program, for completeness. The bibliography is arranged according to System Studies and the five SCR disciplines, as follows: Propulsion, Stratospheric Emissions Impact, Materials and Structures, Aerodynamic Performance, and Stability and Control.

*NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665


(See Nos. 68 & 69 in this bibliography for Parts II & III.)

The longitudinal and lateral forces and moments for a 0.03 scale deformed rigid, static force model of the XB-70-1 airplane were determined. Control effectiveness was determined for the elevon in pitch and roll, for the canard, and for the rudders. Component effects of the canard, deflected with tips, variable position canopy, bypass doors, and bleed dump fairing were measured. The effects of small variations in inlet mass flow ratio and small amounts of asymmetric deflection of the wing tips were assessed.

*NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035

There has been much interest recently in a supersonic-cruise-fighter aircraft. In concept the aircraft would not only perform the cruise mission at supersonic speeds, but it would also provide transonic maneuver capabilities similar to the current light-weight fighters. Since military aircraft and missile technology over the past twenty years would not only perform the cruise mission at supersonic speeds, a compilation of reference material is presented on the development of a supersonic-cruise-fighter aircraft. In concept this aircraft takes into account the spanwise variation of airfoil section characteristics and vortex strength to minimize the induced drag. A method has been developed to optimize the mean camber surface of a cambered wing having leading-edge vortex flow at transonic-maneuver conditions using the suction analogy. This type of flow was assumed because it was anticipated that the slenderness of the wing would preclude attached flow at the required lift coefficient. A constraint was imposed on the camber deflections to be restricted by a realistic structural-box requirement. The resulting application yielded mean-camber shapes which produced effective suction levels equivalent to 77 percent of the full-planar leading-edge value at the design lift coefficient.

**NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665**


A study of practical limitations on achievement of theoretical leading-edge thrust has been made and an empirical method for estimation of attainable thrust has been developed. The method is based on a theoretical analysis of a set of two-dimensional airfoils to define thrust dependence on airfoil geometric characteristics and arbitrarily defined limiting pressures, an examination of two-dimensional airfoil experimental data to provide an estimate of limiting pressure dependence on local Mach number and Reynolds number, and employment of simple sweep theory to adapt the method to three-dimensional wings. Because the method takes into account the spanwise variation of airfoil section characteristics, an opportunity is afforded for design by iteration to maximize the attainable thrust and the attendant performance benefits. The applicability of the method was demonstrated by comparisons of theoretical and experimental aerodynamic characteristics for a series of wing-body configurations. Generally, good predictions of the attainable thrust and its influence on lift and drag characteristics were obtained over a range of Mach numbers from 0.24 to 2.0.

**NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665**


A compilation of reference material is presented on the Langley Research Center’s efforts in developing advanced military aircraft and missile technology over the past twenty years. Reference material includes research made in aerodynamics, performance, stability, control, stall-spin, propulsion integration, flutter, materials, and structures.

**NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665**


A higher-order panel method has been developed for the analysis of linearized subsonic and supersonic flow over configurations of general shape. This method overcomes many of the slender body limitations of present day programs in the analysis of supersonic configurations. The capabilities of this method are demonstrated through its application to the analysis of realistic supersonic cruise configurations. Comparisons are shown with experimental data and with results from other methods in current use. These comparisons demonstrate the unique capabilities of a major new software system called PAN AIR soon to be available as a general boundary value problem solver.

**Boeing Aerospace Co., Seattle, WA 98124**

**Mississippi State Univ., University, MS**


This report contains the results of calculations necessary to extrapolate performance data on an XB-70-1 wind-tunnel model to full scale at Mach numbers from 0.76 to 2.53. The extrapolation was part of a joint program between the NASA Ames, Langley, and Dryden Flight Research Centers to evaluate present-day performance prediction techniques for large flexible supersonic airplanes similar to a supersonic transport. The extrapolation procedure included: Interpolation of the wind-tunnel data at the specific conditions of the flight test points; determination of the drag increments to be applied to the wind-tunnel data, such as spillage drag, boundary-layer trip drag, and skin-friction increments; and estimates of the drag items not represented on the wind-tunnel model, such as bypass doors, roughness, protuberances, and leakage drag. In addition, estimates of the effects of flexibility of the airplane were determined.

**NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665**


A program was undertaken by NASA to evaluate the accuracy of a method for predicting the aerodynamic characteristics of large supersonic cruise airplanes. This program compared predicted and flight-measured lift, drag, angle of attack, and control surface deflection for the XB-70-1 airplane for 14 flight conditions with a Mach number range from 0.76 to 2.56. The predictions were derived from the wind-tunnel test data of a 0.03-scale model of the XB-70-1 airplane fabricated to represent the aeroelastically deformed shape at a 2.5 Mach number cruise condition. Corrections for shape variations at the other Mach numbers were included in the prediction. For most cases, differences between predicted and measured values were within the accuracy of the comparison. However, there were significant differences at transonic Mach numbers. At a Mach number of 1.06 differences were as large as 27 percent in the drag coefficients and 12° in the elevator deflections. A brief analysis indicated that a significant part of the difference between drag coefficients was due to the incorrect prediction of the control surface deflection required to trim the airplane.

*NASA, Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, CA 93523
**NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665
***NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035
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